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IRA FLATOW This is Science Friday. I'm Ira Flatow. Welcome back, Rachel. 

RACHEL FELTMAN Thanks for having me, Ira. 

FLATOW Interesting stuff. There's a new interactive map released this week. A 
map of the entire galaxy. Cool. 

FELTMAN 

Yeah. So it's the most complete sky map ever. And it's from the Gaia 
Space Telescope. It's one year into its observation phase. It's orbiting 
the sun about a million miles farther out than Earth is. And it has these 
two telescopes that together power a billion pixel camera. And what it 
does is it just scans these billion stars over and over again, more than 
70 times a star. And right now it has precisely mapped the positions and 
trajectories of two million of those stars. So the sky map we got this 
week was just those two million. And the rest of the billion are probably 
coming sometime in 2017. 
 
What's really cool is that they released all of the data because there is 
just so much that the team involved can't possibly sift through all of it. 
So people can go online. The BBC had this great anecdote about 
schoolchildren teaching the reporters how to use the database. And 
while they were showing them, they found a supernova. 

FLATOW No kidding. 

FELTMAN [LAUGHING] Yeah. 

FLATOW No kidding. Those kids find the darnedest things. 

FELTMAN 

[LAUGHING] So there's so much stuff in there. So people should 
definitely take a crack at that. And the hope is that by getting these 
more accurate star distances, we can figure out some things we don't 
know about the expansion of the universe about the behavior of dark 
matter. And also possibly discover some new planets because we'll 
probably see some of those stars wobbling because of the planets 
orbiting them. 

FLATOW Yeah. Because we know there's a lot of dark matter there. But we don't 
know what it is. 

FELTMAN Right. 
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FLATOW Wow. That's cool.  Always good to have you. 

FELTMAN Thanks, Ira. 

FLATOW Rachel Feltman, editor of the Washington Post "Speaking of Science" 
blog with us today. 
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